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Pretty as a Picture
It’s often been said that a picture is worth a thousand words, and we’re often asked by Surveybe
users if and how they can include images in their questionnaires. We thought it would be useful
 to dedicate this post to discussing why you might want to use images in your questionnaires
 as well as to show you some of the ways the tools provided in Surveybe can be used to 
present images in questionnaires.

If you want to understand the techniques used to achieve the effects illustrated in the post
 (and a few other examples) you can find details of the resources available to help you at the end of  (and a few other examples) you can find details of the resources available to help you at the end of 
this article.

You can use images in both the Windows and Surveybe for Android Implementers. Although there
are some small differences in the way images are handled in each, with some thought it’s easily
possible to build questionnaire with images that will work for projects using questionnaires that are
run on both devices. The illustrations with the orange and grey colour scheme show screens in the
Surveybe for Android Implementer.

Why Would My Questionnaire Benefit From Images?Why Would My Questionnaire Benefit From Images?

It’s self-evident that images can be used both to ‘brand’ a questionnaire and to improve its aesthetic
 appeal by introducing some life and colour to its appearance.

Images are, of course, essential where questionnaires are measuring the reach of visual campaigns 
or brand recognition.

Less obvious, but equally important, is their proven value in minimising ambiguity and improving the
accuracy of data collected using non-standard measures, especially where those measures may vary
according to locality.according to locality.

This image from our sample questionnaire
the image is used to helps interviewer and
interviewee understand what’s meant by
‘small’, ‘medium’ and ‘large’ in a specific
context – bunches of bananas in this 
instance.
Providing a clear comparative benchmarkProviding a clear comparative benchmark
for non-standard measurements (pieces,
bunches, bundles, heaps, etc.) in this way
can materially improve the quality of your
collected data.

Take a look at this paper, published in the
 Journal of Development Economics, to read about
 the measurable benefit of this approach when collecting consumption data.  the measurable benefit of this approach when collecting consumption data. 

Sample Questionnaire
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How Can I Use Images in My Questionnaire?

The next few pictures show some different ways you present images in a questionnaire. 
We’ve used images of flowers and road signs as they’re colourful and neutral – they are
 deliberately not specific to particular types of questionnaire. The method you choose 
will vary according to what you want to achieve.  We’ve started by showing images in labels 
and in question texts.

This first example shows one way to use images This first example shows one way to use images 
in a label. It uses a table created using HTML 
in the Windows Implementer. Using HTML tables 
means the column and row spacing is all 
managed for you. If your images are of different 
sizes and shapes using a tables can make it easy
 to get a tidy appearance.  We’ll talk more about image
 sizes later on!  sizes later on! 
Your table can, of course, have more or fewer than
 the three columns shown in the example! You can also
 include values from reference tables or SQL calculations
 (for example, to show totals for interviewer verification). 

It may be more convenient to organise your layout in a different way. There are two approaches:

This shows single images using the Android
 Implementer. The images are both in question
 texts. The second image has been manipulated 
outside Surveybe to create a made up of the two 
smaller images, caption text and a
 suitable background. 

Here the formatting is done in the label itself, 
mixing text, images and formatting HTML to
 determine the layout. To keep the alignment
correct with this approach it’s best to use
 images of exactly the same size.
The images could have been organised in a 
column, or in a row across the screen if you column, or in a row across the screen if you 
prefer. 
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Of course the images can also be used as answers in different question types including single 
and multi-response questions. These are radio button questions:

If the images are meaningful at a small enough size, 
they can even be used in dropdowns. These can 
be dynamic (populated from a roster or
 reference table) or can be populated from a 
response list, like the ones in this example.

You can also use images in regular and single view rosters. Single view rosters could be 
particularly useful for capturing answers to a subset of picture topics – for example about
 brands that are recognised.

This image shows a filtered single view roster used to display
 one of the two favourite options selected in the preceding 
Multi-response question. 
This means detailed questions can be asked about just the 
selected subset.
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Displaying Images By Context

These images are selected by the context of this particular interview. The images displayed
 in questions 1, 2 and 3 are determined by the language the questionnaire is being displayed in.
 we’ve chosen road signs as flowers look pretty much the same in every country! The yield and 
speed limit signs in the label below are determined by the answer to question 4. A different image 
is displayed when question 4 is unanswered. 

Changing the Image Size

The default image size in the Implementer is determined by the size of the image you’re displaying.
 If you are using the Windows, surveybe lets you use HTML functionality to adjust the image size 
if it’s not already appropriate.

Because the images will be displayed at a
 fairly small size you don’t need to use 
specialist software – Microsoft Word and
 Paint can easily be used to create and 
manipulate images.
On Android devices the images will
 always display at their native size always display at their native size
 (subject to a minimum). You can resize
 images on Windows devices using HTML.
If you use HTML to increase the size of 
your image you’ll find the image quality 
will decline, so try to start with an image
 that’s the correct size or a little larger.
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What’s next?

If you want to see how to these examples were built (and see some more) you can find an example 
questionnaire in this post on the Surveybe Freedom user forum . Anyone can view the Forum but
 you’ll need to sign in to download the questionnaire or to post to the forum. If you don’t already 
have a username and password users can request one using support@surveybe.com. You can also 
use the forum to communicate with us informally or to connect with the wider Surveybe user 
community.community.

If you need personalised advice to help you use these features, or there’s something you want to do 
but you can’t figure out how to achieve the result you want, make use of your support contract and 
contact support@surveybe.com  with your query. 

Download Your Free Surveybe Trial
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